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After loading a terrain (or scene) of choice, users can fly over it at any speed from 0-360 degrees per second in both CW and CCW directions. The system can also be controlled by computer-mouse movement (interactive panning and zooming), as well as directly by keyboard movement (implying absolute flight). Navigation through the
3D terrains is fully guided by distance from the viewers eye position, as well as by dynamically displayed orientations of virtual camera, altitude and speed. A "look-at" system is provided for selecting a direct point of view with the ability to change the attitude of the virtual camera. This feature permits to fly over an object (as simple as a
building) at any viewing angle from 0 to 360 degrees in all directions (cw and ccw) and with constant view distance, altitudes and speeds as in traditional flight simulators. The "look-at" system can be superimposed to other views, both in the 2D image as well as in the 3D terrain (for example for mapping purposes). The virtual cockpit
features an adjustable image "view", complete with primary indicators, altimeter, airspeed indicator, compass, checklist and flight logs. A "target" function is provided for flying close to or over a specific object such as a building or a monument (current waypoints, home- and destination airports, airway, different TFRs and NOTAMs are
also supported). An accurate traffic simulation system is provided for both two-way and multi-way visualization of multiple traffic flights. The flight path can be easily changed to match any routing and airway chosen. The terrain can be turned on/off as well. Traffic objects are dynamically generated and validated for visibility using
TerrainView-Lite Cracked Accounts's dynamically updated range-finder, which covers both visual and non-visual obstacles. Traffic speeds can be manually entered for various altitude levels. Traffic objects can be traced using drag-and-drop. The system supports full spatial multi-resolution support to provide optimal display of very large
terrain areas and for rapid scale-changes and viewpoint changes. An on-line database of freely available data can be used to automatically fill the terrain with real data. Data available on-line include virtual airports, airways, air traffic (real and simulated), TFRs, NOTAMs, airways, ATIS
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TerrainView-Lite is an enhanced, independent version of TerrainView-GLobe. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

What's New in the?

TerrainView-Lite is a Virtual Reality-based 3D GIS software solution which facilitates the interactive visualization of high-resolution 3D terrain and model data. TerrainView-Lite provides fully interactive flight during which users can control attitude, altitude, speed and viewing angle. Supported 3D terrain and model formats are: Terrex
TerraPage txp, Multigen OpenFlight flt, ViewTec ivc, ViewTec Web Streaming tvw, OpenScenegraph ive, osg, Carbon Graphics geo, Autodesk 3ds, max (plugin), VRML2 wrl. 3D models such as buildings and billboards can be imported to enhance the realism of the terrain. TerrainView-Lite can be upgraded to Globe functionality
including spherical earth rendering, spatial multi-resolution support and terrain morphing, thematic layering, overlay or insert of independent local high-resolution and secure internet-streamed data and continuous level of detail (LoD). NOTE: TerrainView Free Version MUST NOT be used for, or in relation with, any commercial or
business purpose, whether "for profit" or "not for profit". How to get TerrainView-Lite? The download of TerrainView-Lite (Windows) is free of charge. We do not offer anything by means of "upgrade" or "service". TerrainView-Lite video tutorials: TerrainView-Lite offers a wide range of options for various environments, and can be
used in the following situations. Basic functions: * Import 3D terrain data into the software * Designate points of interest * Calculate and calculate the cost of routes between points of interest * Generate routes between points of interest * Calculate the cost of routes * Generate routes between points of interest * Create a route tree *
Generate a route tree * Import and export data files (file format: txp, flt, tvw, ivc, wrl) * Export 3D terrain, routes, points of interest and cost calculation results as GIS data and image files (file formats: geo, png, pdf, pdf, tif, dtif, jpg, jpeg, ico, svg) * Copy and paste the output of a calculation to another calculation * Export 3D terrain and
routes as the globe file format * Export 3D terrain, routes, points of interest and cost calculation results as the globe file format * Export 3D terrain and routes as the web video file format * Export 3D terrain and routes as the web video file format * Export 3D terrain and routes as the web video file format * Export 3D terrain, routes,
points of interest and cost calculation results as the globe file format * Export 3D
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System Requirements:

Compatibility: (NOTE: Graphics Card may also be an issue, if this is the case we strongly suggest you consider a different card) 1.Intel Pentium II 450Mhz - 1 GHz 2.4 GB RAM 128 MB NVIDIA GeForce2 MX 420 Graphics 96 MB RAM Windoze 98 SE Kubuntu 2.6.9 - 2.6.10 Games Specifications: (see rule #2 for minimum specs)
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